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CURATORIAL STATEMENT
COALESCE, a duo exhibition of paintings by two emerging
contemporary Nigerian artists, Damilola Onosowobo Marcus
and Daniel Pengrapher Oshundaro, whose works exist between
realism, ﬁgurative and abstract expressionism. The word
Coalesce means to unite, to come together, or to form a whole.
This deﬁnition creates the starting point for the exhibition.
Contextualising Coalesce within the pathway of time alerts the
viewer to the construct's transience and focuses on drawing
out the strains between isolation and contact. The artists
explore themes around Solitude, Isolation, Rest and
contemplating the simplicity and complexity present in these
themes. Recently, conversations about time have dominated
discussions within our communities, and these conversations
border on the domains of what is familiar and new.
In Damilola Onosowobo Marcus's "untitled" series, she
references memory and personal history, highlighting
signiﬁcant moments in her childhood that evoke nostalgic
emotions. Storytelling about personal identity and the
articulation of comfort and nostalgia are recurrent themes in
her work. She explores the liminal space between ambiguity
and commonality of objects; in the same way, memories push
the limit between something that is and something that is not.
Elements of pop-art and realism are infused in the paintings;
the presence of commonplace objects is seen both
emphatically and objectively, without praise or judgment but
with overwhelming familiarity. The paintings feature relatable
and familiar characters, settings, and plots centred around her
childhood with the intent of presenting this body of works as a
medium to tell a story as truthfully and realistically as possible
without dramatizing or excessively romanticizing it. As a result,
the works are autobiographical in nature and depict real-life

circumstances.
Damilola's work reconsiders documentation of events and the
examination of how they can be presented. It is a debate
regarding the domain of memory and that of experience. To
further reference a sense of time and place, the paintings
incorporate architectural elements such as metal balcony
railings, entryways, concrete fences, and furniture reminiscent
of Nigeria in the early 1990s. These objects often speak of a
different time and a simpler life, one which is missed in today's
realm.
Damilola's works are done primarily in oil and may appear
simple; however, there is an apparent complexity in
composition achieved through overlapping techniques.
Daniel Pengrapher Oshundaro's body of work is a homage to
the classical art movement of the 17th century. The paintings
are steeped in symbolism with an intimate and vulnerable
approach to their execution. Also inﬂuenced by expressionism,
the colours on his canvases are heavily applied and layered. His
works are characterized by freehand brushwork, featuring
vigorous outlines, elaborate scenes, and ﬂattened-out ﬁgures
with bold expressions.
In this body of work, some paintings show heavily clouded
scenes where the subjects seem to have been blindfolded by
the moving cloud with features barely visible. In contrast,
others are meticulous paintings with controlled composition,
characterized by ﬁne brushwork focusing on details often left
naturally unﬁnished or with a clear ﬁnish. Some works focus on
painting elements like clouds, ﬂowers and vegetation,
mountains and rivers, while others make current people and
elements in real life their subjects.

In his painting 'DayDreamer', tropes' use is subtle, which is
signiﬁcant to Daniel Pengrapher's painting style.
The introduction of the cock is deliberate as it represents the
concept of time and is a part of his cultural conﬁdence.
Encountering the work of Daniel Pengrapher is a peculiar,
unsettling experience in which the viewer intrudes into a space
and a moment to which they are alien yet familiar. There is a
strong presence of duality and contradiction, sensuality and
spirituality, thinking and feeling, light and dark, transitory and
timeless; these are the opposite poles that inform his compositions and our existence.
Created during this period of unprecedented uncertainty and
vulnerability, this selection of works reveals both artists' ability
to draw from a nexus of ideas to produce a distinctive and
experiential body of works. The exhibition boldly examines the
fusion of private and public memories, challenging the human
mind capacity to recollect and remember experiences.
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Damilola Onosowobo Marcus’s (b. 1993) work reveals questions
bordering on perceptions of reality and lived experiences. Her
work is inspired by reality and lived experience, but in the way,
reality inspires the work of an old analog camera. Damilola’s
subtle use of tropes, composition, colours, light, and subject
pulls together her artistic conﬁgurations and reconceptualizes
them within a modern cultural setting. She looks to capture an
obvious candidness in her subjects while still allowing much
room for translation and interpretation from the viewers.
Inspired by great artists such as Njideka Akunyili Crosby and
Anders Zorn, she doesn’t view realism as an opportunity to
imitate reality; hence she is unafraid of careless brush strokes
or any potential raw unﬁnishedness to her work. Her paintings
are a deliberate rebellion from the structures and calculations
from her background in design and see her oeuvre as

ultimately a way to relax, observe and be present in the
present.
Marcus received a BA in Architecture from the University of
Lagos and has an MSc in Environmental Design. She is the
Managing Partner and Executive Art Director at Dá Design
Studio. Works from her design studio have been exhibited at
Venice Design in 2019 and featured in publications worldwide.
She is currently a member of the D&AD Impact Council and
was a TFAA (The Future Awards Africa) young person of the
year honoree.
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Daniel ‘Pengrapher’ Oshundaro (b. 1997) is a Nigerian
ﬁgurative abstract artist, sculptor and muralist whose practice
reﬂects and engages how his individualistic beliefs, aspirations,
and personality become attached to the work he creates. His
work represents the self-expression of thoughts and
experiences from his environment by referencing classical
compositions using a combination of colours,, lines, texture,
and symbolism.
Works of other artists inspire Pengrapher. “It challenges me as
well as inspires me,” he said. “I’m also deeply inspired by art
from the Renaissance period; the works from that era are
beautiful as well as intense.”
His latest body of work presents classical compositions of balanced polychromatic sequences that are imaginative.

The artist approaches his work with unintentionality and looseness, each painting loaded with symbolism.
Pengrapher received his BA in Creative Art from the University
of Lagos, Nigeria. He has received several media features in
publications like The Spark, Malimbe African magazine, The
Vanguard Newspaper, and The Entrepreneur African.
Pengrapher has participated in exhibitions like “As We Dey Go,”
University of Lagos, 2018, “Consumer Segmentation
Framework” Lagos Business School, 2018, “Brown Icon,” 2019.
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Afﬁnity Art Gallery is a Modern and Contemporary
art gallery located in Lagos. Nigeria's busiest and most
inspirational city.
Established in 2017 and opened in 2020, Afﬁnity Art
gallery is dedicated to the promotion and celebration
of artists who are passionately sharing the African
narrative with their works. Through our diverse
exhibitions, educational programs, institutional
collaborations, and representation of emerging artists,
the gallery intends to play a role in the support and
advancement of Modern and Contemporary African art.
Afﬁnity Art Gallery work expands beyond its white walls
through a public art education program that focuses on
schools across the country. The program will include
off-site and on-site excursions educating students about
African art while highlighting the history of the continent
through its artists.
Afﬁnity Art gallery is committed to spotlighting the work
of its artists by increasing the visibility and accessibility
to local and global audiences.
www.afﬁnityart.gallery
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